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Examples: Kellogg‘s: breakfast cereals, Procter and Gamble: 12 different 
versions of Head &Shoulder Shampoo, Automobile producers Various types of
BMW 1,3,5,7.
Hyperlink Harald Schmidt Show: 
rtsp://streamer2.streaming.szm.de/Sat1/schmidt/media//03/03/20/procter_56.rm
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Pricing: Serving all potential customers or only part?
„Design“: Where to locate?
Variety: How many shops? Shops save travelling/transport costs
Quote from Hotelling‘s 1929 paper: 
“Distance, as we have used it for illustration, is only a figurative term for a great 
congeries of qualities. Instead of sellers of an identical commodity separated 
geographically we might have considered two competing cider merchants side by g g p y g p g y
side, one selling a sweeter liquid than the other. If consumers of cider be thought 
of as varying by infinitesimal degrees in the sourness they desire, we have much 
the same situation as before. The measure of sourness now represents distance, 
while instead of transportation costs there are degrees of disutility resulting from 
the consumer getting cider more or less different from what he wants.”  (Harold 
Hotelling, EJ 1929, p. 54)
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Assumption: Continuum of consumers => Distribution!
Reservation price: V
⎥|xi – x⎟ distance from shop. On next slide denoted as x1

⎥Why is it reasonable to expect that the location of the single shop is in the 
center? Higher prices possible if all consumers shall be served.
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Recursive solution of the problem of how many shops to operate and where to
locate them:
Solve first the pricing problem, then the location problem and finally decide how
many to operate.
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Part not visible and not in preceding slide: Start with a low price at each shop

What determines p(d) => see next slide.
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Note: Profit function applies only if d<1/4!
The consumer located at the center is pivotal!
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What determines p(d) => see next slide.
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Profit function continuous but not differentiable.
Formal approach to derive optimum location: Differentiate with respect to d: 
profit an increasing and decreasing function, resp. of d depending on whether 
smaller or greater than ¼.
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Remember: N: number of consumers!
Increasing the number of shops increases the price!
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Important: The condition of whether to add a shop is not the question whether
this shop on its own breaks even! The point is that it „steals“ business from the
other shops which is taken into account by the monopolist. Different from later
case with oligopoly!
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Notice: We must use the smallest/largest  integer for which the conditions are just  
satisfied.
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Higher transport costs lead to a rapid fall in WTP with distance from optimal 
variety. Large reduction in price required to serve heterogeneous customers. => 
Better to add outlet. 
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Up to now: Assumption that the whole market is served, ie every consumer buys 
the product. But: Is this optimal?
If the calculation yields p(N,n) > p*, the above optimization problem no longer 
applies since we have a corner solution then. Note that as soon as p* = p(N,n), 
the market is covered completely.
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If marginal costs are high, it is better to serve only part of the market.
Price is standard monopoly price for linear demand function!
Derive the condition on c from the equation p* = (V + cH)/2 == p(N,2) = V - t/4.
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Check: If the conditions would hold with equality, p* and p(N,n) coincide.
If the optimum number of outlets (setup costs vs. possible increase in prices!) is 
small anyway, adding an outlet if one moves to the scenario in which only part of 
the market is served, might lead to an overlap of market areas => Full coverage!
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Intuition for welfare result: Monopolist cares for profit, social welfare takes into 
account both profits and consumer surplus. If the monopolist establishes a new 
shop part of the profit gain is due to a simple redistribution from consumers, 
something which is not a gain in social welfare. Therefore the monopolist has a 
greater incentive to add shops than a social planner has!
If she adds a shop, she can increase prices for all consumers, not only for those 
whose transport costs decrease.
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Remember: The monopolist operates 7 shops with these parameter values!
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With price discrimination all consumers are served which have a willingness to 
pay which is greater than the costs to serve them (production plus transport costs)
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Perfect price discrimination! Personalized prices!
Non-spatial examples: Cars: Sales person tries to find out „address“, ie, 
preferences.
Customizing of products: Transport costs not a utility loss, but an additional cost 
incurred by the firm in adapting ist product to customers‘ requirements.
See examples in part on flexible manufacturing!
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If the price is P1 and the product quality is Z1 then all consumers with reservation 
prices greater than P1 will buy the good.
R1(Z1): WTP of consumer one who has highest valuation of product.
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Most cases in which quality matters to imply this pattern: Restaurants, 
newspapers, cars
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Now: increase in quality increases the willingness to pay of  marginal consumers 
more than that of the inframarginal consumers
Tirole’s example: Concert hold distributing booklets with explanations and 
libretti: Poor people have a higher WTP, since they do not own or cannot afford 
separate books on music.

Distinction of the two scenarios will become important below!
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Demand function: θ is here both the market potential, ie the maximum quantity 
which can be sold in the market ( at a zero price) and (together with Z) a 
determinant of the maximum WTP. If consumers have unit demand, the 
reservation prices of consumer i is (approximately (continuous rather than step 
function!)): Z(θ - i + 1). i ranges from 0 to θ)

Note the different valuations of quality can be interpreted as resulting from 
different levels of income!different levels of income!
Question for assignment: Derive the inverse demand curve from the utility 
functions! Hint: Note that for a given price all consumers buy for which U≥0. 
(The equality sign  gives the so-called indifferent consumer.)
Vi = 0 => i Z = P => i = P/Z. Relation between consumer i and total output  Q: Q 
= θ - i.
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Quality costs are fixed costs! Eg product design!
Optimum quantity is independent from quality in this example!! Changes in 
quality affect only price! That is: if monopolist prodcues higher quality she 
increases prices in a way that demand is unchanged.
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Problem of the monopolist: Here : Optimization in two step: 
1. Optimum quantity given quality.
2. Substitute optimum quantity (as a function of quality) in profit function and

calculate optimum quality.

Alternative approach: Differentiate profit function from above w.r.t. both quality
and quantity.q y

⇒ Two equations (=foc) in two unknowns=> solve!

Problem of social planner: 
General: Max consumer surplus + profit and choose both price and quantity.
Here: Given quantity! 
Note: (net) consumer surplus + profit = gross consumer surplus – costs

Note: If planner chooses both quality and quantity, quantity is of course equal to
θ (price = MC = 0!).

Optimum quality in this case is θ 2/4α, which is greater than at the smaller 
quantity (Ζ= 3θ 2/16α)
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Not visible part: How does increased quality affect demand?
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Intuition: The monopolist equates marginal revenue wrt quality with marginal 
costs of quality. But marginal revenue depends on the marginal quality valuation 
of the marginal consumer. The social planner takes into account the quality 
valuation of all consumers, therefore the marginal valuations of inframarginal 
consumers determine the quality choice. 
Simpler: Monopolist incentive to provide qualit< depends on the marginal WTP 
(for quality) of the marginal consumer, the social planners incentive depends on 
the marginal WTP (for quality) of the average consumer. The social planner takes g W ( q y) g p
into account that the inframarginal consumers gain more from the quality 
increase than the marginal consumer. The monopolist cannot appropriate these 
gains, therefore, they are irrelevant to her decision.
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Here: marginal valuation of quality of inframarginal consumers below the 
respective value of marginal consumer => Quality too high!
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Here: marginal valuation of quality of inframarginal consumers below the 
respective value of marginal consumer => Quality too high!
The example given by PRN is not completely convincing. Why should the shape 
of the demand function be related to the existence of a quantity restriction. 
Example, in which „poor people“ might care more for a quality increase: sub-
compact cars: second car for „rich“ people, but primary car for poors? Toyotas?
See Problem in Assignment 3.
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Choose high quality always as high as possible (if choice is not costly): 
Assumption here: Qualities can be chosen from interval [0,z¯]. Quality is 
costless.
Cannibalization of revenue from high quality product if additional product is
offered. If many high valuation type consumers exist: Sell high quality at high
price (highest price compatible with buying (participation constraint!), and serve
low valuation consumers with low quality product (at price that satisfies
incentive compatibility constraint of high valuation type.) High price for highp y g yp ) g p g
quality can be reached by choosing a rather low level of quality for the low
quality good.
Assignment: Problem 4, PRN, p. 160. => Further explanations then!
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Same setup as in the single quality case! 
If p2 / z2  = p1 / z1 => i = i
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Interpretation of quality adjusted price eg durability, performance  (razor blades, 
batteries): 
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Prices as in single quality case!
Endogenization: Example: 
Assume c1=a z1+c z1

2/2 ;
z2=1; „base product“
c2=a z2+c z2

2/2 ;
Fixed costs of providing quality:
b ( )2/2b (z1-z2)2/2
Base product is freely available! 
Solution: a can be zero => no problem. If parameter c is zero and a positive, only

the high quality product is produced! In this case (production) costs would
increase proportionally with quality!

R&D interpretation: Introduction of new product with higher quality: Start with
b d t d R&D t h l hi h l d t R&D t f b (base product and an R&D technology which leads to R&D costs of b (z1-
z2)2/2 for producing quality level z1. 

1. Under what conditions will the base product be driven out of the market and
when not? Discussion of parameters a and c!

2. What are the respective quality levels? Quality level of high quality product
(slightly) lower if only one product is offered. (Comparing apples and pears?)
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Same points as we had above in the section on price discrimination!
The crimping example requires identification of different groups, ie. A different 
distribution of consumer types than in the preceding example.
Note that marginal production costs are roughly equal in the examples (but: 
support!).
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Topic would be better treated as own topic (i.e. F) rather than part of the product
differentiation part

Microsoft: Office Suite
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Example from Stigler 1968.
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Example from Stigler 1968.
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Now suppose that the two films are bundled and sold as a package

How much can be charged for the package?

If the films are sold as a package total revenue is $20,000

Bundling is profitable
because it exploits

aggregate willingnessaggregate willingness
pay
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Bundling: Another example
You need to make your own notes in order to understand this slide!
Assumption: Reservation price for the bundle = sum of reservation prices => 
restrictive. Think of complements! WTP for bundle much higher (Nuts and bolts)
Bundle: restaurant menu: (main course +) salad + dessert
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Construction: pB =R1+R2 => R2 = pB – R1  
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Compare what firms gain and loose by bundling! Pure bundling: More consumers
with intermediate WTP for both products, but loss of consumers with low WTP 
for one product and not so high WTP for the other. Another loss. Consumers with
high WTP for both products pay less by buying the bundle!
What will consumers in the violet regions buy: 
Take region L1: utility from bundle : UB = R1+R2 – pB

utility from good 1: U1 = R1 – p1

U1 - UB = R2 – pB – p1

Note that by construction of region L R2 < pB – p1

Therefore => Buy only good 1!
General result: Individual goods bought by consumers with rather different 
valuations for the two goods.
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To see that mixed bundling is better than pure bundling, note that the latter case 
is included in the former one. Just take arbitrarily high prices for the individual 
goods!
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Highest price if all consumers are to be served!
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It is easy to see that it it not optimal to take the monopoly prices p1 = $250; p2 = 
$450 and a bundle price pB = $500 
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Bundling may be viewed as discriminatory pricing since price of bundle is less 
than sum of individual prices.
Gains from bundling arise from the differences in consumer valuations. 
Tie-in sales: Camera +films, fax-machine plus paper, printer +cartridges etc. 
Difference from bundling: Quanitities not fixed by seller, but chosen by buyer. 
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Complementary products: Application which is particularly important with 
respect to bundling and tying
=> gives efficiency argument for bundling!
Demand function derived from utility function for perfect complements in 
Varian‘s terminology.
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Reaction functions!
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Merger of the two firms results in consumers being charged lower prices and the 
firm making greater profits 
Similar result with upstream downstream monopolists: Vertical integration of two
monopolist improves welfare because of the double marginalization problem => 
two markups. Externality: increasing own price (say from the single monopoly
price) reduces demand for other firm, which implies a loss which must be greater
than the gain for the firm increasing the price (Industry profits are at a maximum
with a single firm!)g )
=> Vertical mergers are in general less of a problem than horizontal ones.
See also Varian, Chapter on factor markets!
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Preliminary points!

General conclusion from the above discussion: 
Rather complicated to judge: Microsoft case and GE/Honeywell merger: Much 
disputed (also among economists)
⇒Would be topic for a seminar. 
⇒Good for economists as consultants ;-)⇒Good for economists as consultants ;-) 

For more details see PRN, Sections 8.3 and 8.4.
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